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Judges and the Legislature.
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Paz Valverde 216; George W. Armijo SAFE AND SOUND DEMOCRAT HOWARD PYLE, ARTIST
AND AUTHOR, IS DEAD,
M. S. Groves 224; Hugh Williams
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Production, However,
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Ollie James.
The following are some of the 187, J. L. Emers n 637; C. J. Rob X
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WASHINGTON.
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returns
Democratic
Mayors.
X
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Committee of Territory
the first election returns were decidCommittee.
Parker 191, W. A. Dunn 525; S. Burk X tral
Precinct No. 2, Tesuque.
Municipal elections ln Ohio result
1910 and 1911 until nominated
edly In favor of the Democrats. By
539; George
hart
531, R. H. Hanna
Less Than 24 ed In the election of George J. Karg,
Little
Corn
36;
McDonald
Bursum
29,
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Governor,
X
for
governor.
New York. Nov. 8 The statement
midnight, the Democrats claimed the
Bushels an Acre and Reaches
29, Curry 210, Elfego Baca 171; H. B. FerMartinez
X
Has wife and daughter, 20
Democrat, as mayor, of Columbus. of the Conner Producers Association
state by five thousand and more ma- Lieutenant Governor,of
guson 655, Paz Valverde 504; George X years old.
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Cincinnati
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Secretary
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36;
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Washington
33; Treasurer,
Delgado
New York and New Jersey Repub- pounds compared with the previous
jority for McDonald with the rest of Marron 36; Attorney General Clancy
603, G. H. Van Stone 636.
I loan.
William C. McDonald elected gov- vember crop report of the Department
increased
month.
Production
by
the ticket In doubt.
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is
issued
as
of
Bernalillo County,
today
Agriculture
29, McOlll 36; Land
Commissioner,
c
ernor of New Mexico was born on a
Two states, New Jersey, replaced 2 666,492 pounds.
Domestic
On the other hand, the Republicans, Ervien 36, Emerson 35; SuperintenCorn, production 2,776,301,000
Albuquerque, N. M., Nov. 8. Incom- faim near the little town of Jordan-vill- lows:
assemblies with Republiea increased from 57,311 584 to
23.9
bushels.
frightened by the reports of over- dent Schools, Stroup, 32, White 33; plete returns from Bernalillo county
In the southern part of Herki- bushels: acre yield
New York electing an assembly 068,307 and foreign demand from
whelming Democratic majorities In Supreme Judges, Parker 29. Roberts Indicate a majority for McDonald, mer county, New York, not far from Quality 80.6.
will have a Republican majority 824,011 to 60,084,349 pounds making .
Per cent of 1910 crop remaining on
the Pecos Valley and In Bernalillo 29, Wright 29, Hanna 36 Burkhart Democrat governor, of over a thou- the shores of Otwego Lake In 1858.
greater than the present Democratic a total increase on deliveries for the
county were disposed to concede Mo- 30, Dunn 36; Corporation Commlss-Donald'- s sand. The Republican county ticket His mother died when he was about farms November 1st, is 4.2 or 132,063 majority ln the lower branch of the month of 16,017,061 pounds,
Acre yield 21.3 bushels.
election, by a considerable loners, Armijo, Williams, Groves 29, was defeated by abouut 400.
four years old, and his younger years 000 bushels.
John D. Ryan, President of the
legislature. . The Republicans wlll
Democrats Feel "Satisfied."
majority, but as during the day, the Owen, Marlines and Van Stone 36;
were spent on the farm and In atten- Quality 85.3.
the assembly by upwards of algamated Copper Company, succeeds
21,692,000
Flax
Fergus-ArribSeed:
Rio
Baca
from
Valencia,
production
favorable reports
29;
Congress, Curry and
At Democratic headquarters It was dance at the public school which was
as against the present Demo- - Urban H. Broughton, former President
bushels. Acre yield 7.2 bushels. Qual- fifty,
and other Spanish-Americaton, Valverde 36; District Judge
stated at 2.45 o'clock this afternoon
j of that
company as a member of the
cratic majority of twenty-four- .
.'
83.5.
.
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came In, the McDonald ma- - bott 29, Whitehead 36: District
no
as
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election
to
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that
executive committee of the Producers'
Tammany Sustains Losses.
790 663,000
Tobacco: Production
8tate wlll be given Until Chairman A. A.
dwindled. By noo'n it was only torney, Read 29" Christ 36;
In New York city, the Republicans, Association,
Acre yield 885.2 pounds,
pounds.
this
625, and at four o'clock this afternoon Senate, Pankey 29, Otero 35; House, Jcnes returns from Las Vegas
.
generally speaking, had the best of It.
Quality 86.1.
had Baca 29, Candelario, 30 Catron 38 evening, except that the Democrats
as If Bursum
It looked
UNIONS WILL
67.8 Tammanv retained its erio ou Man-'- , FIVE
Wheat: Weight per bUBbel
been elected by a small plurality and Cartwright 33. Labadle 29, Rael 36; feel "satisfied."
DECIDE
QUESTION.
STRIKE
hattan and the Bronx but it lost
oounds.
8low Tabulation of Results.
th legislature was Republican by eherlff, Closson 23, Delgado 42 Treas33.1 Brooklyn, and the control of the board
Oats:
Weight per bushel
s
Not a single county has reported the
majority. Most of the Re- - Jrer, Lopes 28, Griffin 37; Clerk, Ortls
of aldermen.
In New Jersey, which Rock Island Officials Reiterate Their
Schools complete vote by four o'clock this
35 Superintendent
pcunds.
Statement Against the
publican candidates for district judges 30, Delgado
46.0 has a Democratic assembly, and a Rebushel,
Barley
Weight
Probate
per
Pollard
Judge
30;
In
Santa Fe
Even here
afternoon.
Federation.
and on the county tickets are also Conway, 35,
publican senate, the Republicans will
Ri county, only thirteen out of twenty-thre- e
pounds.
29
Alarld,
.36;
Assessor,
Montoya
elected.
Chicago, 111., Nov. 9. Whether the
62.4 per cent of have control of both houses.
Production
vera 30, Gonzales 33; County ComApples:
have
These
reported.
precincts
sbop employes of the Rock Island road
Clark Concedes Nothing.
Rhode Island Republican.
full crop.
ic Issloners, Kinsell, 32, Pino 29. Jiron thirteen precincts give 797 votes for
will Join the ranks of men now strikA Democratic governor and state
"It has been reported that the Re 26, Sellgman 33, Rael 36, Romero 36; the Blue Ballot and 964 votes against
for recognition of their federation
officers were elected ln Mississippi, ing
publican state central committee has sllrvey0r Hill 29, Walter 36
COL. HENRY F. BOWER8
nlan la ,,n tn nfflnlala nf fho flva
It. For Bursum they gave 1216 votes
.
chowas
ouiand
a
executive
tne
IN
Republican
made concessions concerning
IOWA.
DIES
and 1001 for McDonald. Bursum carProclnct No 17
sen ln Rhode Island, Governor Pothlcome of this election. The Republi.
BurBUm ,3g. McDonald H4; Marti- - ried Santa Fe cl,ty by 108. For MalAt a conference between the emnother
concedes
touis A. Waterman, ployes and railroad officlcals today
committee
Protective
of
American
defeating
canstate
Was Founder
130; Baca 13(J; Romero U2. Lu. aqulas Martinez, twelve precincts gave
Well
Democrat,
Known
and
a
956
lnB"
Association
statements of the road's position were
cero 109; Sargent 149; Delgado 102; 1185 votes and for E. C. de Baca
Sly Old Harmon.
This was the statement made late Mlrabe
Lawyer and Lecturer.
Mnrron n4, clancy 166. votes.
given the men. It Is reported that
Said Governor Harmon of Ohio:
this afternoon by Herbert Clark, sec- - McQm 95. Erylen. 155. Emergon 96;
Clinton, Iowa Nov. 9. colonel Henthe railroad reiterated Its DurDOse
For Secundino Romero, the twelve
"I have fought for 25 years to free not t0 deal w.th the federation.
ry Francis Bowers, founder and for
retary of the committee.
wwte uo. ParUer 140; precincts cast 1194 votes; for Lucero
g(roup
.
six years president of the American Ohio from the sway of Republicanism
"We have had nothing but estimates Hanna 119; Roberts 144; Burkhart 926, giving Romero a lead of 268,
Protective Association died today, and am delighted to find that the
NORWAY AND SWEDEN
and Democratio enthusiasm thus far. 108; Wright 139; Dunn 108; Armijo which if maintained In the same proters have awakened.
'
aged 74.
want
concessions.
The situation in Bernalillo county Is 130 ; Owens 110; Williams 143; Mar-- a portion over Bursum throughout the
Colonel Bowers was born In Baltl-timor'Signs of victory for the Demo- assures his election by more
question of counting, the ballots, as tinez 105; Groves 144; Van Stone Territory
He
evident
are
at
where,
cratic
home.
every
party
W. G. Sargent
and was educated
Mo,t Favofed Naton,,
Ak fop
we are informed thoie was a great no; Curry 151; Fergusson 113; Baca than 2,000 'majority.
Mremoved to Iowa and was deputy clerk Next year I predict that this party
w.
Clause In Their Treaties
Mcdonald,
amount of scratching there. The ma- - 134. Valverde 103; Abbott 152; White-Jorit- received 1172, Frank Delgado 961.
Includ
will
the
win
officers.
W.
natlonaly
Frank
928.
recorder,
of
the
lrabal
Marron
1863;
deputy
1196;
courts,
Free Wood Pulp,
in that county will have to be head 99; Read 143; Christ 108;
Elected First State Governor of New
He ing the Presidency."
1261. McGIll 861, a lead which
1869; county recorder
Mexico.
to defeat H. O. Bursum San key 133; Otero 118; Baca 138; Cande-Migu- Clancy,
In
and
1870
to
the
the
bar
Opponent
admitted
Heney's
In
was
state,
proportion throughout
o
informed here, larlo 107; Catron 134; Cartwright 121;
Washington, D. C, Nov. 9. Norcounty, we
He San Francisco, Calif., Nov. 8. Final way and Sweden, through their diplo
elects
attorney general by alpracticed in the U. S. courts.
will alone give over 800 majority for Labadie 139; Rael 114; Closson, 142; most 6 Clancy
with rank returns from the municipal election matic
000 majority.
Ervien received
was a special
representatives here, have re-located about a mile from his home. of lieutenant-coloneBursum and the state ticket. The re- - Delgado 112; Lopez 139; Griffin 114; 1254 and Emerson
on the staff of held here yesterday Bhow that Charles
l
869, a proportionate
,ed the Valm statea t0 grant ,
He began teaching at the age of 17,
ports that have come In from the big Ortis 134; Delgado 119; Conway 136; lead which Ervien
ucceHe foundseems to have
Gear,
,CKCTl. mcumoeui, wi.o
th
undpr ,he fayored natIon,.
attended a neighboring Governor
139;
M.ontoya,
Republican counties are meager, but Pollard 117; Alarld
maintained and assures bis election after having
ed In 1887 the American Protective fully opposed Francis J. Heney, f" cause of their
treaties, the same prlv
e
to complete his education
academy
they give no cause at this time, to 113; Rivera 141; Gonzales 112;
In
B.
ol
A.
most
He lectured
mo omce ui uis.nci uiifriivj- iwu
Stroup
by fully 5,000 majority.
lieges given to Canada by section i
He resum Association.
that the Democrats have made sell 142; Sellgman 109; Pino 146; Rael received 1201 votes and White 921 at Cazenovia Seminary.
M
over
cities.
was
American
elected
Ralph
years ago,
of the reciprocity agreement, by
In the larger
Inroads among them. We mnintali 06; Jlron 142; Romero 110; Hill 129; also giving Stroup a sufficient lead to ed teaching, and while engaged
Hathorn by a vote of 35,072 to 33,467 which wood
pulp and print paper are
school he studied law though LORD SHOLTO DOUGLAS
that Bursum will be elected, his ma-- . Walker 124.
was supported by union labor
make his election safe by a good ma- teaching
Flckert
admitted free of duty Into the United
he never engaged In Its practice.
Other Precincts.
same
Jority In the state will be small."
if
HIS
mun
he
maintains
proDENIES
the
the
SUICIDE,
and
jority
opposed by
States,
Admitted to Bar In Kansas.
La Clenega gave McDonald and Bur- - portionate number of votes ahead of
This Is the attitude of the secretary
endorsed
icipal conference which
Mr. McDonald came west to Fort
In Last Night's Papers That Hathorn.
Read
and members of the Republican state sum each 41 votes. Most of the other the head of the ticket.
He
.,
ALMOST TEN MILLION
Scott, Kansas in the Bprlng of 1880,
committee. Mr. Clark declares that candidates ran 42 for Republicans
His Body Had Been Found.
Judge Parker received 1209 votes; and while there he was admitted to
Republican Prohibitionist Chosen.
BALES OF COTTON GINNED
In New York,
Democratio estimates and talk will and 40 for Democrats. Glorieta gave Judge Roberts 1198; and Judge Wright the bar.
B.
8.
R.
Rev.
Nov.
Everett, Wash.,
In the same year he came
Washington, D. C, Nov. 8 With
9. Lord Shol-tnot do; they have got to show the 63 votes for Bursum and 33 votes for 1194, while their opponents R. H. lo LaB
Nov.
Wash.,
was
elected
Seattle,
Hassel,
Republican,
Q QfiS 170
hnloo nf frtttnn nt tho
Vegas from that place, he
votes and it Is likely that It will be McDonald. Other candidates ran in Hanna received 950; Summers BurkDouglas, Is In Seattle, perfectly mayor yesterday by a plurality 0 200. of
Oaks where
fl
(o Xovember 1
Santa hart 909, and W. A. Dunn 913. There went overland to White
In last night's paperB He
several days before the result with about the same proportion.
well.
He
read
the
of
enforcement
excitement
rigid
announced today by tne Cen8u,
fayored
the Repub- Ihere was considerable
of a New York suicide Inhibition law and received a major- teh
that
respect to the head of the Republican Fe. Precinct No. 17, gave McDonald Is no longer any doubt of
body
had
been
Which
over
discoveries
gold
Ru
,he promi6ed record. break.
Madrid gave licans having elected the Supreme
U and Bursum 138.
state ticket, is absolutely known.
.
... , thl.
made there. He Becured employment had been identified as his, and de- lty of the women 1 vote. Three So-- ;
Bursum 48 and McDonald 46; Rio del Court.
the report clalist councllmen were elected.
In a store owned by A. H. Jones, and cided not to contradict
The first reports to come In were
.h- !v,i
6"10 Kavo BuraUm 28 and McDoDald
commission In
mj
the
For
corporation
a
Frederick Eggers defeated Thomas , Th. nmnl,n, -- ,nnpd . vnvmhe'r 1.
1881 he took up sur Lord Sholto has been conducting
merely estimates and they came from
tlese twelve precincts George W. the nextandyear,
Democratlc-ProgresBlvstronghold.
mining engineering work small cigar business In Seattle under Finn for sheriff 35,152 to 32726. Six-- exceedg Dy 1,777.000 bales that ginned
th- - 8(ftte
8enate pankey K Armijo received 1214; Hugh Williams veying
to
avoid
own
name, but seeking
leen out 01 me eignreen supervisors ,n 1908 tne preyious record.
and sources.
. Icelved 1152, M. A. Otero 970. For the 1208; Ml 8. Groves 1202; and their op- which he followed successfully until his
It is
'
elected were endorsed by the municl also larger than the ginning to May
Santa Fe county, where Miguel A House, R. L. Baca 1215, C. C. Catron ponents, Owen 907; Martinez 911; the summer of 1890 when he took notoriety.
pal conference.
14 of any year being about 200.000
charge of the Carrlzozo ranch tem
Otero made the fight of his life, went H84, S. O. Cartwright 975 J. S. Can- Van Stone 928.
Commission Form at Sacramento.
In the fall of 1890, after RHODES SCHOLAR WINS
bales more than that ginned to that
tor Bursum and the Republican tick- - delarlo 872, Labadle 1162, Rael 958.
For Congress, George Curry receiv- porarily,
EVENT.
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8
THROWING)
a
Nov.
he
Sacra
few
he
months,
had been there
Sacramento, Cal.,
ThlB
date ln 1904, the record year.
et by nearly 300 majority. Other For Sheriff, Closson received 1229, ed 1237 votes; Elfego Baca 1187; their
E,
Nov.
T,
9.
of
he
has
Oxford,
Into
Adams,
mento
and
ranch
the
ranks
Eng.,
took
the
stepped
charge of
would Indicate that the crop was at
counties where the Progressive fac-- ! Alfredo Delgado 1108. For treasurer, opponents, H. B. Fergusson 929, Paz
Uni- titles
a
conRhodes
scholar
of
In
from
absolute
Baylor
commission
form
tho
been
the
having
practically
least two weeks earlier in maturing
tlon made a fight, will do as well for Celso Lopez 1284, W, E. Griffin 1017. Valverde 893.
won the ham- government as a result of the muni-- 1 and
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the
Progressives, and that the Democrats
with
tnai
were trying to keep pace
sort of a thing. The plea was made
In
sheer
that the Republicans
had to buy back the voters
that the Progressives and Democrats
had already paid for.
The New Mexican does not believe
these yarns and imagines they were
started by a few purchasable, rumsoaked individuals, who sought to
mske as much as possible out of their
ballot by refusing to vote at all. They
drew the subtle distinction, so it Is
said that they desired to be paid to
go to tbe polls but would take no pay
to vote any particular ticket; or that
they desired pay as workers and not
voters. The fact remains, that
neither party could gain by such pur
chases and that both parties should
agree to spend not a cent for purposes
It stands to reason
of that kind.
that if one side spends $100 to buy
votes and the other side does too, the
effect is balanced Just the same as if
neither side had spent a cent The
man who sells his vote directly or indirectly Is a criminal of the most dangerous type and the man who buys It
certainly is not any better, even
though he bas the excuse that he must
do it because the other side practices
the same sort of a thing.
As a matter of fact, however, the
New Mexican is certain that the
and
of voters with money
whiskey is practiced far less than
The
would
indicate.
street reports
Republican party In Its platform has
declared unequivocally for campaign
publicity and legislation that will put
the last remnant, the last subterfuge,
of vote buyers and vote sellers out of
business or .behind penitentiary walls.
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A preliminary
statement
1911. THE BOY IN THE SMALL TOWN.
At Olathe, Kans., a town row has statistic relative, to nine
the
Census Bureaju's death
been started over the question ' of

of vital
cities In
registrat-

to
dear, 1 thought "he would be easier
manngel"
Lawks!" shrieked tbe
Wrd disgustedly and turned his back
on his despondent mistress.
"I don't suppose he will ever come
back," mused Llbble Long, as she sat
there alone. "The wry he spoke when
I told him to ohose between me and
the gilding machine was as much as to
In
say there were pli ity of women
tbe world but only one gliding machine. Perhaps afUr he breaks a few
more arms and legi he'll come to bis
senses," she ended plaintively, for she
was sorry for herself. She spoke of
Bartholomew Jepson'i Injuries much
as if he bad been a centipede instead
KEEP AT IT, SAYS CHALMERS
of a biped.
8o their engagement was suspendConsised, so to speak, for the widow did not Business Success Depends on
return the amethyst ring Bartholotency snd Thoroughness and
mew had placed upon her finger.
Eye to Future.
"Let 'him com after it,", she .murmured to herself every' time Bhe , JJugh Chalmers of Detroit, .the man
looked at It, and that waa very often, who oult a $72,000 a year Job U enter,
ousi-- i
for she continued to wear it on Her tne automobile .manufacturing
...
nets ani) .made ood, told the Omaha
m,.
engagement finger,
' Bartholomew
Jepson't house .was Ad olub at a banquet in that city tb
situated on what was known as the other evening of "The Principles of
Upper Bay road and Llbble Long's Business Success."
was on the Lower Bay road. Bar-- 1
"it Is easier to make goods than to
thoiomew's was built on a sort of tell them," said Mr. Chalmers, so the
plateau that shelved off perhaps 60 principles of business success, as farnt
feet Into Llbble Long's back yard. In as his mind was concerned, are
in successful salesmanship,
of the Jepson house there ran volved
the Upper Bay road and the view of Advertising and the personality of the
harbor and surrounding hlllsidei was . salesman were the two points empha-beautifu-l.
Llbble's bouse was very 'sized.
with wide' "Advertising and publicity are, the
old and weather-beate- n
chimneys and a mossy roof. After ' two greatest builders of confidence
they were married Bartholomew and known to the business man," he said.(
his bride had planned to sell the "A salesman can talk to only one or
widow'i old home and live In the Jep-- j two people at the same' time, so Itson house.
.
mlglit properly be said that salesmanSeveral weeks passed away and the ship applies only to the Individual,
amateur gilder recovered the use of while advertising reaches the publlo
bis maimed ankle and once more they sa well, because by advertising you
told stories of how "Batty" Jepson can reach hundreds and thousand ,
sales-was practicing with his gliding ma-- , and millions of people, while the
chine. Those who watched said that man can reach only one or two at
they had seen him make several suc-- ( time.
"Keep everlastingly at It If I were
cessful flights or glides from the
our
ridgepole of hla barn to the back dead sure that we naa an
output sold and clear up to 1912, I-,
dooryard of his house.
Some festivity in the village divert would not spend a dollar less in an,nO
ed all attention from Mr. Jepson s ef-- vertlslng. My being in business Is
fni nn rtn most brilliant moonlight confined only to the time up to nif.
firm believer in keeping-night of the autumn. He had planned and I am a
to deal with
daring glide. Be was going to , oversold. You have
from the roof of his house and man nature, and It has always wanted
want those things
glide gently and swiftly through thef and always will
air to the Lower road. There was a which are hardest to get.
"You shut off the source of supply
broad space between the locust trees
near Llbble Long's house that would when you stop advertising. You must
i Hand the best possiDie
rimi nf hla froo Tmsaara holu-Apappeal to
million minds and you must keep on
them.
Bartholomew JepeOns glide was appealing."
As for the salesman, Mr. Chalmers
successful in more ways than one. He
left the roof of bis house, headed said the first essential was health, and
thorstraight between the two tall trees, the others, honesty, Initiative, tact
when a bat flew Into his face; he ough' knowledge of his business,
veered suddenly and then losing con- industry, sincerity, a mind receptive
trol of himself plunged solidly down- to suggestion, and enthusiasm.
"Onr thing has always helped me
ward, crashing through the Widow
Mr. Chalmers said
Long's frail roof, leaving a tearing in my business,"
to keep
a
hole In the shingles and landing In closing. "I make It point
before me the ten most Important
plumply on a pile of feather beds In
things I have to do. Every morning
the attic.
on my desk the
When the frightened widow came my stenographer has
which I
Into the attic, candle In hand, Bhe ten most Important things
stared at Bartholomew Jepson's pale must attend to."
face with consternation mingled with
Joy tn her own.
HOW HOMER ARRIVED.
"You see I came back, Llbble,"
smiled Bartholomew, for he bad miss- When Homer flint set out to write.
ed Llbbie mors than he dared
His modesty was euch
That, though hie tuff waa pretty coed.
on much.
never
It
"Oh, you have hurt yourself sgaln Until one caught
day a friend remarked:
where Is It now?" bewailed Llbbls
"Old man, if you ar wise,
drop thts ehrtnklnr violet stylS '
Long, absently permitting the glider You'll
And start to advertise.
.,
to kiss her plump cheek.
The Argos Mall
"I expect It's my heart this time," He took the tip.
Next week came out with this:
grinned Bartholomew with recovered
OLYMPIC GAMES,
spirits as he emerged from his feathWHAT HOMER THINKS.
ery nest.

ion area for the Jear 1!U0 was Issued
MR. JEPSON'S
permitting a billiard hall to remain
The objection against today by Census Director Durand. II
In the city,
was
unior
the
a
supervision
prepared
the billiard hall is that it places
L. "yVIIbur.i chief stntisl.
nf
temptation In the way of boys. ' On elanDr.lCressy
THE NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY, PUBLISHERS.
for vital statistics In the Con-- 1
full
some
are
hand
there
other
the
FRANK
""
stllRoES,
PAUL A. F .WALTER
bus Bureau,
The figures are subject
grown men in Olathe who want to
Vloe PresidenL
to such revision as may be necessary
Editor and President
nlay billiards when they feel iiko it
By JOHN CHARLETON
M.
CHA8.
8TAUFFER,
JOHN K. STAUFFER,
and they insist that the parents of after further examination of the origibe--!
General Manager.
not
Secretary-Treasurenal
Is
It
transcripts, although
the boys ought to assume the obllga
tlon of keeping minors from the bil- lleved that there will be any material.
"You'll have to give up some oi
Entered at Second Class aMtter at the Santa Fe Postofflce.
corrections
of the amounts and rates
liard hall.
those fool Ideas of yours If you expect
ttated
herein.
Is
InterestThe Olathe controversy
RATE OF SUBSCRIPTION.
Widow Long
The death rate per 1,000 population to marry me," said the
$2.50 ing only because It reflects the con
I .26 Dally, six months, by mail
Dally, per week, by carrier
emphatically, when her fiance limped
mid-yeaare
based
theestlmnted
upon
At
towns
1.00
small
75
six
in
everywhere.
held
dition
months......
Weekly,
Dally, per month, by carrier
are up to the door with a stout cane
2.00 nearly every active election the Issue population for 1910. Still births
65 Weekly, per year
in each hand. "I heard all about that
Daily, per month, by mall
excluded from tbe figures.
or
Is
whether
towns
In
smaller
.60
the
7.00
not
I'm
mail
and
accident of yours
Weekly, per quarter.
going
Daily, per year, by
In Montgomery Alabama in 1910
not there shall be billiard halls,
to risk my future peace of mind by
The complaint against the billiard there' werei 1,008 deaths and a death- having you go against the scripture
OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.
Miehlhall In the small town Is the same as rate of 26.4;, in Battle Creek,
and go cavorting around Into apace I"
It Is sent to that at Olathe. - There ls .no other gan , 423 deaths and a rate of 16.7; in
The New Mexican Is the oldest newspaper In New Mexico.
As she spoke the pretty widow skill.
486 deaths, 11.1
a
circulation
and
and
has
in
Lincoln,
growing
Nebraska,
the
large
offered
Territory,
for
amusement
the
form of
every postofflce
fully assisted1 Bartholomew Jepson
In
1,724
deaths,
Ohio,
of
the
rate;
and
southwest
Dayton.
Ittttv
people
hall
the
billiard
t,a mttHntr wuiM navHari hia hut
intelligent
tbe
therefore
progressive
among
beys, and
. nn.n.ltnnl.
mull
u..
,JO
wiumnuiwu rC..u-,.,.Bn(, 0VBre0Rt
has become the natural loafing place
tt. ext Toom prop.
i
(00t upon a comfort.
for them.
And a common loafing 490 deaths, 15.S rate; Galveston, Tex. ped h).
Danville
-- ,
600 .deaths, 16.2 rate;
..-- ,,
.bl. font,tRII,
place, makes common loafers out of as,
Virginia. 388 deaths, 20.4 rate; Lynch - tumble, fu of ,weet cIder.' sh)( iti
the "town gangs."-Bu- t
io.u raie; i It all1 so quietly and deftly that It
merely to close the billiard nurg. Virginia. 473,deatns, 436
deaths seemed like one continuous action Innot offer the solution the and La Crosse, Wisconsin,
does
hall
Much will
14.3 rate.
WILLIAM C. M' DONALD,
pearB to be about turning.
stead of a variety of small ones.
people of Olathe are looking for. The
Of the nine
GOVERNOR.
depend upon political developments street corner would then become the
cities, Montgomery
She sat down opposite him in a low,
In the future, and in .ais direction
6 comfortable
civic center of Boyville, and tbe street shows the highest rate, It being
rocking chair and picked
It might be worse. Mr. McDonald
belnnes to that wing of the Demo there Is less reason for encourage- corner is quite as bad or even worse more per 1000 population than that up the long braid of colored rag strips
the
The
desired.
be
of
Danville, the city exhibiting
she was making Into a mat She
conservative, ment than might
than the town billiard hall.
cratic party which. i
was tossed the braided end to BartholoNew England election may throw inThere should be other places than next highest rate. Lincoln's rate
which Is safe and sound, which while
one
than
less
tariff
on
of
lowest
the
tie
mew Jepson, and he who had often
fight. the billiard ball and the saloon for
all, being
it is progressive, yet. Is not the fol- teresting sidelight
the boy places made more attractive half that of Montgomery and Danville. waited upon her in like manner, held
lower of wild Socialistic theories to
next
the
were
REVISING
Crosse
TARIFF.
and
THE
l,a
It
Dayton
to him than the billiard hall and tbe
obediently while the widow's deft
which so large a part of Democracy
r
Facts snd figures which will enable saloon.
fingers flew back and forth,' In and"
There are such places but lowest
has been lately addicted. Personally
intelligently they are closed the greater part of
Congress to revise
out,, weaving the bright colored rag
he is clean and competent and a man Schedule
K will be submitted to that each
To what proportion manufacturing I Btrlnfl Into a smooth flexible braid.
day and for each week for no
of large experience, He has a charmi . v. .....
tin
........V,
body with the opening of the session plausible reason that appeals to the In the smaller towns has grown, Is
luuiuu.on na.uutu ui
itnu vu- ing family.
With this action In the New Mexican.
He
chanted
next month.
her
small
admired
bulletins
of
eyes.
series
a
demonstrated
by
church,
Every
every
With a Republican state legisla- extra iesslon at a
precedent there
aupple
fingers and when
ture and a Republican supreme court can be no doubt that several meal- sohpo! bouse, every public library, Issued by the Census Bureau today,
should be Open 24 hours of each day, In the city of Allentown, Pa., which he lifted his admiring gaze to her
and state officers, the Republicans ier s of
will go into that ses seven days In the week and should a few decades ago was not much more J dimpled face he expected to see the
are assured that New Mexico Is Re- sion withCongress
their minds made up as to be
wui um
with those things that than a bucolic village, the payroll oti """"""J ermaiy um
publican and will send Republican how they will treat the report of the wouldequipped
attract young men and young factories and mills last year amount- eyes and Hps. Instead of the smile
senators to Congress. As to the de- tariff board and the
In a
was
he
a
with
confronted
frown
arbitrary action women, Instead of
it a pain- ed to 1 5 936,000. In the city of South
feat of so worthy and unselfish a they will take, But tbe wise and hon ful and disagreeable making
one of four plainer person one would have called
to
only
Bethlehem,
Pa.,
there
go
duty
a scowl.
man as Holm O. Bursum, there can- est statesman,
no matter how
pre- at all.
Civilization and Christian- boroughs clustered together on the Le- it
"What Is the matter, LlbbleT" he
not be nought but regret. He Is a judiced to protective tariff, will enter
are very crude until they beoome high river the pay roll last year was
ity
victim of personal venom and spleen, the halls of Congress with a free and
At Erie, Pa., in asked uneasily.
practical in that manner. Immense almost $6,000,000,
"Matter with what?" she demanded,
not on the part of Democrats but on unbiased mind, willing to treat the!
is locked up in a beautiful the same period, (6.390,000 were paid
capital
in
the part of some 3,000 Republicans
subject at least with the fair con- building, used only a few hours of the out in wages; at Youngstowh, Ohio, shortly.
coun"With you? You look er out of
sideration merited by any plan which week, and then only by
Colfax, Bernalillo and Sandoval
people who $9,427,000 and at Toledo, Ohio $13 642, sorts."
...
ties, who In pursuing their own lit- has been worked out on a reasonable go there out of a sense of duty, in- 000,
What it would mean to Santa
Llbble Long looked at him scorntie selfish aims maie a sacrifice of basis.
stead of because It is a pleasure. The Fe, If It had an annual pay roll of
"You heard what I said when
fully.
No member of the present congress editor
the best friena that they have.
the other Sunday, In looking! that size, businessmen can easily fig you came In, Bartholomew Jepson
Such all annual Income Is and you have the Impudence to ask
appreciates the fact more than does over a church full Of people, counted ure out.
BETTER BU8INES8 CONDITIONS.
President Taft that Schedule K needs only nine mature men, and only sev- not at all possible, for in every one me what Is the matter?"
,
There are tight of Improvement in revising. With his innate honesty en youths, and four of the ' sixteen of those towns mentioned, manufacnat hie thmis-htf-l
.lennnn
hftilr tn
the business situation. This is partly Mr. Taft openly and publicly admits were there because It was their duty turing Is a modern development, and the moment of bis entrance when Lib
shown by the recovery In stocks, possible. But he wants it revised in to band out hymn books.
The Boy some of the manufacturing cities to- hit had assisted him Into her house, i
'
- - - 1. J ,j
l .
.Li
wherever Scouts the Y. M. C. A., and other or day that have marvelous payrolls did O.
Which in turn has Imparted a better the entire tariff schedule
ouieiy, auv uau ptuu
Bumeuuug auuu
tone In other lines of business. The possible. But be wants it revised in ganizations which believe In the not exist a few decades ago.
not marrying him because of his
Mars is having his innings during crazy notion that meant she disapnatural life, should find
present ease in money IB a potent a manner which will disturb business healthy
in
Bloodshed
bring the beautiful homes in these structures the close of 1911.
factor in both financial atd commer- least and consequently
proved of bis attempts to conquer the
deis
the
of
to
amount
the
inconvenience
least
Instead of being banished to cheerless impending warfare In Persia and on air as other men were doing every
cial recuperation. So, too,
aftumble-dowand
disturbance
n
for
classes
has
between
a
clash
which
recently
rooms or not existing at China,
Turkey
any
working
cline In prices
day all over the country. He felt
fected nearly all commodities except of business conditions inevitably falls all for lack of suitable quarters. There Italy. Impending warfare In Persia resentment growing underneath his
And to bring about la the solution of the boy problem, and on top of it a boundary conflict
has cn this class.
meats. Moreover, retrenchment
been so Bevere and prolonged that the desired ends In be best Interests not in the abolishment of amusement between Peru and Columbia and a
little rebellion In Honduras aro keepstocks of merchandise in all parts of of all classes and to the country as a places like billiard or pool halls.
ing up the record on the Western
the country have become abnormally whole the President realizes that rereduced. Lower prices and small vision of the tariff must be taken out THE PRESIDENT AND BUSINESS. Continental that was begun In MexiA
of
the politicians.
Is
stocks offer a combination which buy-ei- s of the hands
We are becoming quite certain that co, and a Republican legislature
number of those very men who atcannot Indefinitely ignore.
think about to meet with a Democratic govIs too little
there
remove
the
to
precipitously
- American
ernor In the Executive Mansion.
railroads have economis- tempted
session were Im- ing In connection with the present po
ed to a degree that cannot bo contn-ue- tariff at the extra
litical situation as It relates to busibued
the
with
when
same
, thoughts
much longer without impairment
stlua-tioThere are 1641 meat packing estab
voted for the,, creation of the ness and the ppresent business
of efficiency or physical condition. they
as It relates to politics. There- Is lishments in the United States in
the change
board.
Then
tariff
why
enter
of capital are In
They are already beginning 10
on all sides a disposition to Join in which $383,249,00
of front?
Simply because the
the market for equipment, having re- clan was allowed to overshadowpolltl
an outcry against Mr. Taft and Mr. vested, and which consume one and
tht
cars
cently placed orders for 20,000
man in the wild scramble for position Wlckersham, his attorney general, for a quarter billions, worth of material
and 20,000 tons of steel rails, with and
entirely responsible for upsett- annually. These establishments pay
popular effect in the extra ses
This
orders
other important
pending.
sion when a number of leaders in ing business and checking prosperity. out each year $72,000,000 In wages and
aro
railroads'
our
for
is significant,
the One would suppose that Mr. Taft waB salaries. More than 100,000 people are
had axes to grind In
and Congress
among the largest
'jsually
and they sllt'ng up nights devising schemes given employment and more than
political
campaign,
coming
shrewdest buyers, and as the biggest saw the opportunity to .attract atten to make panics and that Mr. Wlcker- 200,000 horsepower UBed to drive the
consumers of iron and steel their ac- tion to themselves.
It Is a great Industry
sham was plotting to fill the Jails with machinery.
and how vital to the existence of the
EXCLUSIVE CHAT. (DON'T MISS.)
tion affects a wide range of interPresident Taft took the only wiso our masters of Industry.
ests.
When the facts are looked at It is nation may be gathered from the fact
course when be stood out as the de
He gave his views on every point
Aroused.
Pride
His
Oil that last year it Bold more than four
That vexed the Grecian mind:
The railroads have not felt business fender of the business stability of tii9 discovered that the Standard
The tramp leaned against the door Hie
name each morning in the preaa
depression as keenly as predicted by country and refused to allow tufse company, which was prosecuted under and a third billion pounds of beef, an
Annabel Sheldon
Miss
while
You never failed to And.
jamb,
half
railroad managers and others Inter personally selfish politicians to upset Mr. Taft, has managed to divide up amount equally as great of pork;
peered out at him through the screen, So when the- Odyeeey appeared.
ested in the defense against govern the business of the country for Iheir its property into a score and a half of a billion pounds of mutton, a quarter
and be gazed past her at the kitchen
It sold like anything.
Dividends have own gain and insisted that Congress corporations and not a dollar of In billion pounds of veal, all the pro
ment regulation.
"You look strong," said Miss i The Spartan serial lights. brought la
table.
one
and
more
worth
ducts
than
has
being
been lost. The tobacco
The rangom or a king-been well maintained because traft'.o wait until it had the facts gathered vestment
"Are you equal to the task
Annabel.
"7
S2 numer, nngenng nn cneeKS,
n(
has really not contracted as much In by the tariff board before It attempt trust, which was also prosecuted, Is a third billion dollars
hlf: r.nrA
.H .nllttlm
"
went out and slew, lt' said.
:..
to
volume as feared or pretended. In var- ed to revise the tariff schedule. Wnen now preparing to disintegrate on dif
madam?"
said
oxen to the Qod of Booms
it,
wood?"
Two
"Equal
e
The detailed election returns
She Did It All Quietly.
Before he went to bed.
"The word Is Inadequate
ious lines of industry profits have this new system becomes sufficiently ferent plans and vested rights have
the
tramp.
amount
of
an
was
Immense
London Globe.
not
been
interfered
with.
The
harvesat
exha
nation
a
to
increased
when
the
moment
been curtailed through
it," and
established,
admiration for Llbble Long. Uncon I am superior
comtrading done of votes for tbe State
the sunshine played on the door
later
penses, but outside of the Iron and Its command the statistics gathered by ter trust has gone Into court,
exand
he
sciously
unfortunately
Inrules ticket in exchange for votes for
textile interests there has been no experts, the tariff can be adjusted to bed with certain
,The Advertising Argument.
jamb where bis figure had so lately ,
pressed his thoughts aloud.
regulating competition and monopoly dividuals on county and legislative
a bachelor for so many leaned and down In the road drifted
"I
been
Argumentative advertising produoes
ain't
great shrinkage In the volumo of bus- fl: the exigencies of the times without and
Democratic
ticket
tickets.
state
The
has got a clean bill of health.
raised
dust
his
of
cloud
by
a
the
patient,
iness. This is proved by railroad traf- the period of depression which has
as
to
I
be dictated to
largest volume In the total of a
have,
years
usually accompanied the tinkering by The electrical trust has done tbe gained thereby and 'the Republican now," he said.
plodding feet
fic returns.
year's business, provided the distribstate
ticket
The
lost.
Democratic
same
thing, and If it behaves itself
ution of the article advertised has
"What?"
The country has secured a bumper the politicians and which the country
demanded the pretty
will continue to have "O. K." stamp candidates for county and legislative
been thoroughly made.
The Trouble.
cotton crop and a big corn crop. Our suffers with even the contemplation
widow, sitting up very straight.
office
It
on
lost
and
those
the
ed
through
corits
charter.
The
steel
methods
upon
of the hammer and tongs
Let the argument be as strong and
I was thinking to myself," apolo
"It seems King George and Queen
foreign trade is in excellent shape,
In
Like
ticket
Republican
has
gained.
Its
canceled
rec
ore
lease
men
poration
after political
Bartholomew sullenly,
Mary are In an acrobatic fix about conclusive as possible, using lllustra-and the excess of exports during the employed by
all trades It hasn't been all gain nor gized
In the northwest, which
to
more
illustrious
the
than
ords
of
rather
native
"If that's the kind of thoughts you their dread
the
according
way of rid tlons, whenever tn gvod taste.
ptst nine months reached the unusual
to their Its directors, never should have been has It been all loss except for the In- harbor, you better
" Mrs. Long ing In India."
Selling goods by advertising Is deamount of 320,000,000. The exports honors of faithful service
made, and by doing this has perhaps dividuals directly affected.
"How so?"
pendent on your ability to Influence
paused slgnlflcantly.
t
of manufactures alone are running country.
To this end President Taft stocil out divested Itself of Illegality under the
"I better?" asked Jepson excitedly.
"If they ride the native steed, they the Judgment of the reader in your
rate ;f a bilat the record-breakinThere Ib not much consolation in
the majority of Congress and Sherman law.
"Yes, you better!" flared Llbble. will have an elephant on their hands." favor; and, to do this successfully, the
lion dollars per annum. At a recent against
the
Bursum
Holm
that
O,
fact
carried
All
the President said about It Is
reader must feel that he has full opvvnen i engagea myseu to marry
very properly exercised his veto pobig auction sale of rugs valued at
wer and if the members of Congress that the laws will be enforced If the rest of the territory outside of the you, Bartaoiomew Jeison, I tbought
portunity for the exercise of his own
His Time Off
the demand was brisk and want to be honest to
Pecos
lower
and
It
Bernalillo
hlra
ruins
to
Valley
All that Mr.
you were a sensible man, but I'd
Judgment, eylm though his decision
politically.
themselves,
"Is your husband workln?'"
prices very satisfactory.
Wlckersham
has
to
county.
has
and
never
seen
said
is
ihe people they represent
you anywhere except In
that corporaunconsciously been brought about
"Sure he has a folne new Job."
Big business has been disgruntled tbfir country, be they Democrat or tions must come within the law.
by the persuasive and logical ipharao.
that bookstore of yours. I thought
doln'?"
he
Is
''Phat
because Us policies and plans have
ter of your advertisement. Frsyik A.
to myself that a man who keeps a
Why, then, all this loose talk about SOME NOTES ON
Republicans, they will go to Wash"Workln' on a
been interfered with by enforcement
NEVADA MINING DISTRICT. bookstore couldn't help but be
Arnold tn Suburban Ufa.
ington In December in a receptive Mr. Tart's being responsible for the
"Kin he get off often?"
steady
of the Sherman law. Big basin s, mood and
and quiet and If anyone had told me
prepared to hear the facts destruction of all business? Business
"Whlnever it stops."
is
its
however,
rapidly recovering
What Is
The United States Geological Sur- that you'd be the first one In Kedar to
concerning the tariff gathered by a has not been destroyed.
Advertising That Pays.
equilibrium and getting Into a more non partisan board and act with an needed Is a little more cheerfulness, vey has recently published as Bulle- try to fly through the air, I would
Another Matter.
It Is almost Invariably the case that
amiable frame of mind. Excessive In- equally
more
in adjurioptimism. As was said of Kan tin 414 "Notes on some mining dist- have laughed In his face:"
spirit
believes in calling a spade I an advertiser will come back to the
"He
"I don't see anything funny In It,"
dustrial centralization has been re- ng the tariff schedules.
sas they should raise more corn and ricts in Humboldt County, Nevada"
spade."
newspaper after he has tried every
strained without bringing on "the dire
less h 1!
The bulletin is a said Jepson, rather sourly, "That's
by F. L. Ransome.
"I don't object to that, but does hi other medium. From the smallest to
In
the
Kedar
Do the assailants of Mr. Taft
way
they
the
consequences predicted; property. It
JOURNAL OF EDUCATION.
despise
on
some 7,000
believe In calling a shed a hangar?' the greatest the advertisers are findfancy reconnaissance report
is discovered, will not be confiscated;
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home.
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an almost Immediate reduction of the
CANNOT REBUILD WHOLE CITIES
Are waste by perhaps fifty per cent.'
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Housework Drudgery
Housework li
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,
lo

weak
drudgery for
dutts and scrubs, or is on her feet all day attending
the many details of the household, her back aching, her
temples throhbinit, hervet quivering under the stress of
rest in bed is
pain, pottihly dizzy foeltni. Sometimes
nut refreshing1, because the poor tired nerves do not permit of refreshing sleep. The real need of weak, nervous
women is satitned by Dr. I'ieroo's Favorite Prescription.
She

Personal Mention.

brush-ci-

MRS. CLARIBEL GABLE
CLAIMED

BY

DEATH

Well Known Santa Fean, Wlfs
Warden Gable, 8uceumba
After Long Illness.

of

Mrs. Clarlbel Gable, wife of Game
and Fish Warden Thomas P. Gable,
and one of the charlor jicmbers of the
Woman's Board of Trade, died of a.
1911.
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Well.
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committee
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National Still dn Lead,
Judge Henry L. Waldo, solicitor in The young people amused themselves Republican majority,
lated a tale of a lonely aborigine
anUci-witm08t
had
tne
than
optimiBtio
New Mexico for the Santa Fe system,
Phoenix, Nov. 6. The National car
waiting In a primeval hut for his re- games, music, and song and the Date) '
was an arrival on one ot last night's
turn. Civilization, however, has af-- ws far 1 the lead after passing Ar- evening passed rapidly.
and
Mr- - Katherine B. Patterson
trains coming from Las Vegas where
fected Ishi's love and he now seeks a Hngton, forty miles from the finish
A "surprise" Halloween party which
Albuhe makes his headquarters.
race.
ihnmtmhiv ninvprf
riv hv Mrs. M. H. Byrd have returned from white wife to supplant the dusky mate ot ths L08 Angeles-Phoeniweek
querque Journal.
te deserted.
Mr. and Mrs. Tomas Delgado at their Milwaukee where they spent a
v.
ALLEGED
Mr. and Mrs. A. L. Westgard and a home on Read Street
MURDERESS GIVEN
The guests attenaing me national w. v.. x.
HEARING IN BEDROOM.
party ot seventeen. In a half dozen were amused with games and music convention, by which Mrs. Patterson ISLAND RI8E8 FROM
motor cars, on a transcontinental as well as with dancing. At midnight va
a national superintend
GULF OF MEXICO.
s
Into
Court Attaches Crowd
Small
tour, have reserved rooms at the Mon- refreshments were served. The house ont- - They had a very Interesting
In
tezuma Hotel. They are due hers
workers
800
other
with
it.
Port of Spain, Trinidad. Nov. 6 An
Apartment, but She Manifestmingling
prettily decorated for the occaad Little Interest.
this afternoon.
ion. Among those present were Mr. the cause of temperance, and saw island has suddenly risen from the
John JoernB, traveling auditor of and Mrs. T. P. Delgado, Mrs, Astler, signs on the doors of bars, ' Closed Bea i the Serpent's Mouth strait
New Mexico, is here on one of his
Chicago, 111., Nov. 6. Mrs. Louise
Fred McCabe, the Misses Mary In Honor of W, C. T. V." Mis. Patter- - tween Trinidad and the Venezuelan
periodical visits and will spend sev- and Amalla Sena, Miss Pearson. Miss son said there are 2,200 saloons and coast. The phenomenon was preced- Vermilya, charged with the murder
eral days checking over the records of Pauline Garcia, Miss Helen Allre, Mis- - 400 unlicensed "blind tlgora" in Mil- - ed by an extraordinary commotion In of Policeman Arthur BlBsonette, was
the county officials at the court bouse. ses Elolsa and Patrlta Delgado, Miss v.aukee alone.
the sea, from which burst huge col- formally placed under arrest today.
She remained quiet on her bed dur,
Lola Delgado, Miss Pilar Delgado,;
Albuquerque Journal.
umns of flames and smoke.
TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 7, 1911.
E. E. Van Horn, state cattle lnapec-ing a preliminary hearing held in her
Telephone Expert C. H. Stark- Hllarlo Delgado, R. L. Baca, Mr. Pearhome. After a debate, the hearing
and Mr tor, was a Taos visitor, Incidentally ASSAILANT OF BOOKER
weather of the forest service has re- scn, George Mlgnardot
turned from a trip to the headquarters Thomas, Jerome Delgado, Willie West, riding out to his ranch upon which he
28,
IS ACQUITTED. waa postponed until November
WASHINGTON
of all the other forest districts, where Mr. Plerson, Mr. Beachum.
a mittimus Issued, ordering her
flock of
Intends to stock a large
s end
he demonstrated bis emergency portMrs. R. J. Palen and MrB. H. D. ewes. Taos Valley News.
New York, Nov. 6. Henry A. Ul- - committed to the county Jail hospital.
able telephone and emergency wire, Moulton gave a delightful Halloween
The hearing was held In Mrs. Ver
H. F. Robinson, of Albuquerque, In rich, the white man who was charged
which he perfected in experiments on tea from 4 to 6 p. ro. Tuesday at Mrs. charge of Indian- irrigation matters, with an assault on Booker T. Wash- - milya'g home owing to her illness,
the Pecos national forest some time Palen's residence on East Palace av- - has left Santa Fe for Shlprock, San ington, the negro educator, was ac-- municipal Judge Walker and the
ago.
enue. It was largely attended and Juan county, to look after irrigation quitted today in the court of special court attaches crowding into the lit- The parlor projects In that section,
Col. D. C. Collier, director general proved very enjoyable.
sessions. The trial began this morn- - tie bedroom. She manifested little In- of the San Diego Exposition, who has was artistically decorated with aut-- '
V. D. Lorenzo ot Santa Fe, arrived Ing. After the acquittal TJlrlch was terest In the proceedings,
on a charge of desertion.
spent a week or more here on a va- umn leaves and fruits and the dining in Taos on Wednesday. He has the
cation after traveling 30,000 miles dur- room was In "Halloween attire," with
MADERO INAUGURATED
PRESThose who
ing the past ten months, left today for yellow chrysanthemums.
IDENT OF MEXICO TODAY.
Arizona to meet an excursion of San assisted were Mesdames V. T. Thorn- Diego capitalists who are on their way ton, Laughlin, Jaffa, Ervlen, Arthur
Pino 8uarez Will Walt Indefinitely
to Phoenix to attend the state fair. sellgman, James Sellgman. Small, Le
Before Assuming the
Colonel Collier is so well impressed Vert, Dorman, Wilson, Wheelon,
Vice Presidency, .
with Santa Fe that he will return here March, Cartwrlght, Abovit;
Misses
Mexico City, Mex., Nov. 6. Franin January.
cisco I. Madero was today inaugurate
Laughlin, McGlbbon, Spitz and Boyle.
Fred J. Otero of Jbuqucrque, Is a
ed president of Mexico, succeeding
Beware of Ointments for Catarrh Santa Fe visitor.
,
i'rcsldent de la Hurra, who tilled in
Miss May Closson spent yesterday
That Contain Mercury,
the gap after the executive now
'
as mercury will surely destroy the In Albuquerque visiting frlendB,
sworn in had ended the rule of Por-flrl- o
sense ot smell and completely deDiaz.
Superintendent of Insurance .Tacobo
The ceremony took place
range the whole system when entering Chavez went to Los Lunas, Chaves
before the members of the Congress
It.
through the mucous surfaces. Such county, to vote.
in the chamber of Deputies. The Inarticles should never be used except
J. Porter Jones, reading clerk in the
Jose
auguration of Vice President
on prescription from reputable physi last,
legislature, is here from Albu- Pino Suarez, has been postponed to
as
the
cians,
damage they will do is querque.
a date not announced.
ten fold to the good you can possibly
B. S. Phillips, the well known lum-- i
derive from them.
Hall's
Catarrh berraan was here Saturday from Tru-- j
PRESIDENT TAFT QUALIFIES
Cure, manufactured by F. J. Cheney chas, Rio Arriba county.
i
TO VOTE TOMORROW.
& Co., Toledo, Ohio, contains no merFor
F. W. Farmer state organizer for
particulars
cury, and Is taken Internally, acting tne reomen, nas
returned from a
Appears Personally Before Election
directly upon the blood and mucous business trip to Albuquerque.
Board at Cincinnati and Obsurfaces of the system. In
and newspaper. T, A. Ferlet, author
tains Certificate.
Hall's Catarrh Cure be sure you get man, who Is ranching in the Mesilla
Cincinnati Ohio, Nov.
address Desk 90
the genuine.
It Is taken Internally Valley, is a visitor in the capital.
Taft anneared here nersona y today
and made In Toledo, Ohio by F, J.
Sheriff Sllvlano Roibal of Chamlta,
Testimonials free.
Cheney & Co.
Rio Arriba county, arrived here Sata certificate allowing blm to register
Sold by druggists.
Price 75c per urday and Is registered at the Coro-nadid warn a nrpninft m . ha will nn
bottle.
hotel.
A apodal offer open to those who write at onoe.
umuio
ittvyv, au iuui inc.
Take Hall's Family Pills for
O. A. RIchardBon,
of Roswell, armere ana win men oe reaoy 10 cast
rived In the city on No. 1 last night
his vote tomorrow.
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doing this work profitably.
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IRREGULARITY PREVAILED ON
8TOCK MARKET TODAY.

TEXAS WILL 8END AN
UNIN8TRUCTED DELEGATION.

Heavy Selling of Speculative Leaders
Depressed Prices on Those
Issues,

Chairman Lyon Came Near Breaking
With President Taft a Year Ago.
'
It la 8a id.

New York, N. Y., Nov. 8. Irregular-itprevailed in the stock market this
morning. Movements were hesitating
and contradictory but In spite of
large gains by inactive Industrials,
the list as a whole, developed pro
nounced weakness. Heavy selling of
the speculative leaders
depressed
seemed to possess little railing "powers.
The cotton ginning report was with
out effect, although It established a
re- new record. Market observers
gared the movement ot stocks as
natural In view of the recent extended
advance and the conditions of the

Dallas, Texas, Nov. 8 An unlnstruc-te- d
delegation from Texas to the Renext
convention
publican national
year is believed by some ot the leading Republicans of the state to be the
wish of Cecil A. Lyons, the recognized
"boss" of the regular Republican organization In the state, and chairman
of the Btate Republican executive comCol. Lyon is at present on
mittee.
a hunt on his ranch In Mexico, but
when he returns Is expected to make
his wishes known.
It is said that chairman Lyon came
near breaking with President Taft
a year ago but a truce was arranged.
Announcement from him that he wishes an unilnstructed delegation wlll
worry every one of Taft's appointees
In Texas, who, Unwilling to oppose
his desires actively and openly, are
Just as unwilling to attend a national convention of their own party without standing vociferously for the denomination of President Taft.
The activity of the LaFollette campaign bureau and the arguments emanating from that source are causing
the
considerable uneasiness among
Republicans in Texas that wlBh to see
President Taft renominated.

Bhort

Interest

Selling pressure relaxed during the
second hour. Prices, however, snow
ed little inclination to harden, speculation becoming aimoBt
stagnant
around the new low levels and the
professionals stopped selling. A few
stocks showed Independent strength,
but their movement was Ignored by
Island
Rock
the general market.
stocks advanced 1 to 1 2 on rather
active dealings. Bonds were steady.
The market developed a gradually
firmer tone, but grew dull on the
rally. The monthly report for copper
producers showing a decrease in
stocks on hands of nearly 6,000,000
and an Increase in forgein and do- mestio 'demand, helped the copper
group.
Prices sought a lower level and the
lowest figures were current at 2
o'clock.
United States Steel and
Union Pa
Beading were down 1
cific 1
and some other stocks a
American preferred
point or more.
rose over 2 points.
The close was
weak.
Closing Quotations.
New York N. Y., Nov. 8 Copper
12.0012.25; Tin 42.0042.30; Lead
4.254.30; Silver 55. Call money 2
Prime paper 4
Mexican
dollars 46; Amal. Sugar 54
Atch. 100
Great Northern 126
N. York Central 107
Northern Pao.
118
Sonthern
Reading 146
Pac. Ill
Union Pac. 168; Steel
58
Steel pfd. 105

HAS

ELEVENTH CAVALRY
CARRIED

OFF HONORS.

Houston, Texas, Nov. 8. The Eleventh cavalry of the United StateB
army, having won all the athletic honors of the maneuver division, Including polo, baseball and football championships, and having made the secretary ot war dizzy with an exhibition drill that bewildered even the
chief of staff, isn't satisfied. There
ere some chess players among Its officers and they have Issued a challenge to play any officer, team of officers or combination of teams that
the military establishment
at Fort
Sam Houston can trot out. Officers
ot the Eleventh are in the mood to
.
or Lasker himself.
challenge Prof-Captain Fornoff Back,
Captain 1'red Fornoff of the New
Mexico mounted police, has returned
from St. Louis bringing back wilii him
W. H. Vaughn who had been indicted
by the grand Jury here on the charge
of passing bad checks. Mr. Vaughn

Much Illness at Las Vega.
Scarlet fever and measles are re
Also pneuported from Las Vegas.
monia.
Thelma, the infant daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. W. M. Martin, died
yesterday at the age of one year and
nine months from pneumonia.

did not furnish bond and went to jail.
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not Interfere with delivery by the
railroads the price will remain unJust now coal prices are
changed.
low and the mining Industry la depressed. There baa been an overproduction and at many places they are
selling bituminous at less than cost."
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Many Companies

Pay
and Encourage Fake
Enterprises
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The United States Geological Sur
vey has announced the publication of
four reports on the flow of streams
Experiments in Dynamiting Soil In the United States. They are de
Prove the Most
signated as Water Supply Papers 265.
266 267 and 268.
The first mentionInteresting.
ed relates to rivers In Minnesota, Wis
consin, North Dakota, Illinois and
Chicago, Nov, 7. Big profit actual- Iowa, which drain either Into the Mis
ly realized In rubber growing la the sissippi River or northward into Can
tropics this year have started a new ada.
The second relates to rivers
crop of wildcat stock Jobbing concerns draining into the Missouri, the streams
In Chicago where the wildcat mine
being located in Montana, Wyoming,
Industries have North Dakota, Colorado, Nebraska,
and the tarma-by-maof late. Shipments of rub Missouri.
. languished
The third comprises those
ber by a number of plantations which streams draining into the lower Misst
were planted during the great rubber ssippl mainly through Arkansas and
boom In London two years ago hav- Red Rivera the streams
being loca
ing been designed for rubber-growinted in Colorado New Mexico, Arkan
and not stock selling purposes have sas, Missouri, and Mississippi.
The
begun to make the wildcat promote! fourth gives Information concerning
envious. The situation In Chicago streams
draining into the western
and New York la similar to that in part of the Gulf of Mexico, such as
London where dividends will be be- the Rio Grande and the Pecos.
gun this year by English companies
The records contained In these reand syndicates which planted rubber
ports show the flow of the rivers for
MARTIN
la Ceylon Brazil and Mexico. The each
the year 1909 as
day
wildcat companies are now defunct measured during
by employes of the Geoloor morlbound and experience has
gical Survey at permanent stations
MARTIN LOHMAN DEAD
taught some of the legitimate con- maintained along the streams.
They
cerns severe lessons, the net result arc
AT MINERAL 8PRING3.
a record of the peressentially
(if which has an Increasing investment formance
of those streams and they
in, the rubber district of southern furnish an account of the water re- Well Known Las Cruces Citizen, Ma
son and Merchant, Succumbs
Mexico, the abandonment of wild pro- - sources available
for use in the re--.
to Long Illness.
Jects in South America behind the An-- !
,n whlch
des and a steady Improvement in
of Stream Records.
Importance
rubber-growinIn the far east. It has
Martin Lohman, for many years
Many of those who are unfamiliar
been discovered that Para rubber Is with
Las
do not real- Identified with the upbuilding of
engineering
practice
equalled in quality by the Castiloa ize the
of procuring Infor- Cruces, of which town he was mayor,
necessity
which grows wild In the tropical temp- mation of this
kind. The importance died at Mineral Wells, Texas, where
eratures and aluvial soils along the of
how much water la availhe went recently In the hope of recov
rivers of Tabasco and Chiapas where ableknowing
for its various uses grows enor
ery from a long illness. Mr. Lohman
the native Mexican had devoted himmously as the United States becomes waa
prominent as a political leader,
B'
lu more thickly settled and as industrial
6
,
rn" SeCUred Poults advance. We need water for
TPm , ?8
ayuuicaie oi aemeatio supplies and for navigation O. H. LEACH LAND AND
i
u.t lunuuo.-i-narlQ- weBt is dependent on It for
fin
ORCHARD CO. INCORPORATED.
attempting to transport Para rub- - the irrigation of dry lands. One of
ber from the headwaters of the Ama-lth- e
most important features of our Offices at
zon over the mountains to the west
Capitol Are Practically Deindustrial
has been the
serted Today Everyone
of South America. Other loss- - velopment prosperity
of water power. On the
at the Polls.
es were sustained in attempts at rub-- 1 other
hand, as has recently been
culture where the temperature or
With the exception or Uiree or four
emphasized, water may be enormously
looked
""pmcucai. aestructlve when It takes the form offices, the Capitol building aa the
tTL
; Kerr, """'"
Robert J.
a Chicago attorney: of floods,
.
practically "deserted" today
it i.
who Is an authority on Mexico, in re
drew everyone and
m uuruesa our water
so polling places
porting to a syndicate fixed a conserv- that they will on one supplies
hand render every one's mind.
ative figure of three pounds of rub- - the best service and on
howthe other be At the mounted police office,
ber per year per tree as the produc- prevented from devastating the coun- - ever, Captain Fred Fornoff was kept
..u ui juraS ruuuer trees now com- - try.
busy getting information to deny reing into bearing. On this basis 100,000
ports of "a killing" in this or tiat
Taking Account of 8tock.
trees are now yielding a profit of $250,-00- 0
In developing the water of a narti- - county. One of the reports was that
and that figure will increase rap- cular stream the first
Is to a candidate for state senate had been
idly and prodigiously as the trees know how must waternecessity
must be pro- killed In Lincoln county. Telephone
become greater in age and size.
vided for the volume that descends messages from that and Otero counin the channel from day to day and ties promptly denied the report
Dynamiting 'ha Soil. '
What blessings follow powder mill from month to month. This
At the office of the territorial secnecessity
disasters will be determined at Pleas-- Ba Its counterpart In the
ordinary retary, Assistant Secretary E. F,
ant Prairie as a sequel to the calamity conduct of business. Every business Coard and his assistants were kept
in which lives and
property were sud-- 1 man recognizes the necessity for
busy.
obliterated in a blow-u- p
The governor was away, voting at
that ln account of stock. Every bank is
uruite winaows in Chicago and for required to keep an accurate record Las Vegas, but his secretary, Miss
many miles around. Agricultural ex- - 01 lts resources.
There Is no dlf- - Olsen was kept busy in her office,
perts are testing the merits of the Terence in principle between these
the governor's.
claim that dynamite Is as useful on operations and taking an inventory of
A few of the other officials visited
the farm as plows If the sub-sos Im water resources.
To handle and de the capltol, saw that "business was
pervious to water. According to the velop them properly it Is necessary dull' and then closed their offices.
claims of dynamite makers the tre- to keep an account of stock.
Federal Officials Busy.
mendous Jar at Pleasant Prairie should
The four reports above described
There was the usual air of business
be expected to produce a phenomenal give a faithful record of each liver's
today around the federal building and
growth of crops and trees so that next performance bo that the persons or It was evident that the officials had
summer tbose claims will have to the community undertaking any de-not "gone home to vote," probably restand or fall on the condition of grow velopment of water wfll know all the
their visit to the polls for the
ing things roundabout the holes where facts concerning the supply avail- serving
when they have leisure.
noon
hoar
stood the powder magazinea at Pleas- able.
Court House Quiet
ant Prairie.- "If the roots of trees
Copies of these reports may be pro- The court house was practically demust pump up nearly 600 pounds of cured free on application to the
serted and several of the offices were
to produce one pound of solid rector of the Geological Survey,
"
closed. Lawyers Vere too busy with
one Investigator said, "mois- - Ington, D. C.
election affairs to file suits and ah,
ture Is all important. In that cast thet
yes, Dan Cupid had hlB arrows sharpgreat need is a spongy soil that will' SEEING. AMERICA FIR8T
ened In vain, for the marriage license
bold all the water possible.
DynaAND MUD AFTERWARD
bureau closed down, for lack of applimite blasting is said to prove a simcations.
ple and effective remedy for this conof
Automoblllsts
SaturArrived
Party
Land Entries.
dition. The blast breaks up the hard-paday Night and Left Early
The following were the land entries
and permits the roots to take their
Yesterday,
in the Santa Fe land office: Jesse B.
natural downward course Into the lowCaptain A. L. Westgard and his Veasch, Isabella, Okla.; Thomas Baxer strata of soil In which plenty of
tourAmerica
of
First"
"Seeing
ter, Lucia; Thomas Sibley, Tres Pied-ras- ;
plant food elements are available. Un party
Gertrude Rodate, Wagon Mound;
der these conditions one tree Is not ists arrived here per autos Saturday
Francis S. Abeytla Rosa; Teodora
Pacheco, Sapello; Julio Pacheco,
to the capital is superb and one of
John W. Herod, Levy; Howard
allots tn it ot h. tim ih.
was measured and laid out at plant the best ever." The party spent the H. Hubbard, Morlarty; Agaplta Quia- Montezuma hotel and then
ing time." It has been claimed that night at the
Colo.; Luther M. Brog,
to Albuquerque, leaving right tana, Allison,
S. Gutierrez, San Mateo.
young trees planted in dynamited motored
Riddle;
unwas
holes will make two or three times as after breakfast Sunday. It
New Incorporation,
weather was so bid,
rapid growth as when planted In fortunate that the
Articles of Incorporation were filed
to
the
wished
tourists
as
the
enjoy
spade-du- g
holes.
In the territorial
secretary 8
sunshine and fine climate of Santa Fe, today
office
Retail Coal Monopoly,
the 0. H. Leach Land and OrCaptain Westgard and his party en- chard by
A retail coal
Company at Fort Sumner,
monopoly now has Chi- countered a great deal of snow and
cago at Its mercy, a recent consolida mud on their trip across the conti- Guadalupe county. The company Is
tion of the two big competitors having nent but for all that they seemed to capitalized at 125,000 consisting of
icit oniy 2 per cent or tne coal
themselves immensely. Their 250 shares at $100, and begins with
ply of the main business district to be powerful machines, four of whlcn car 115,000 capital Btock. The stock-holaccounted for, The City Fuel Com- rled passengers and the fifth their ers are Oliver H. Leach ,50 shares;;
49 shares; Gapany had 46 yards and the
baggage, literally ploughed through Charles M. Hamilton,
twenty scattered over the city. the mud and showed that no trains briel Jones, 49 shares; H. R. Parsons,
The president of the combined coal ere to take their cars in tow between one share; Elizabeth B. Leach, one
concerns Is Fred W. Upham, chairman nere Bnd California.
share, all of Denver, except Mr, Par
of the board of review which ha
Albuquerque prepared to welcome sons who is of Fort Sumner,
final say about the tax assessment ol
the motorists In a royal manner and
the
banks and depart- - n.inta p wnnirt bnv iiven them n
There Is little danger from a cold
ment stores and of the real estate ;warm
reCeption had the tourists been or from an attack of the grip except
which is figured by the square inch able t0 folow tnelr Bchedule or not!-- when followed by pneumonia, and
when a sale Is made. The coal trade
,f the autolat8 nere of the exact hour this never happens when Chamber
ui mo uig, in, imjura BiHuuiui.v nas 0f their arrival.
Iain's Cough Remedy is used. This
shifted to the Upham concern and Mr.
remedy has won its great reputation
a
treasurer
was
of the Taft CHEROKEE CHILDREN SHARE
Upham
and extensive sale by Its remarkable
stat
has
He
campaign preliminaries.
IN IMMEN8E FORTUNE. cures of colds and grip and can be
ed that his company "probably had
relied upon with implicit confidence..
from 70 to 80 per cent or even more,"
Ruling Important to Indians Handed For sale by all dealers.
of the soft coal trade for the down-tewDown by U. S. District Court
office buildings. "The business
M. A. OTERO, Jr., WINS
of Appeals.
CONTE8T.
ORATORICAL
of the City Fuel Company was about
$10,000,000 last year," he said. ComM. A. Otero, Jr., son of
D. C, Nov. 7. The
Washington,
won
the or
M A. Otero of Santa Fe,
plaint has been growing in recent United District Court of
Appeals has atorical contest at the New Mexico
years that the tax burden levied on
the residence and outlying districts affirmed the right of 6,600 Cherokee Military IUBUIULU HUD ITOTa,.
was all out of proportion to the taxes Indian children, born alnce 1902, to a Roswell Morning News:
conflict' B,mre ,u BU u"ul8trluul!U tt,,ouuen 01
downtown.
pnid
Reports
Cadet Captain M. A. Otero, Jr.,'had
whether Mr, Upham will have 'o dp- - 5,500,000 by the government to the for hiB subject "The Transformation
Cherokee
nation,
vote all his time to the coal business
of Genius into Efficiency," and he
'
and will resign from the taxing body i
handled It both In euuject matter ana
COUGHING
NIGHT.
AT
to
serve the public.
or will continue
of delivery like a veteran. In
The outcome Is awaited with inter- - Means loss of sleep, which is bad for BUbJect matter there are few men in
Tar
and
com-everyone.
Honey
Foley's
1
tins
declared
the
He
that
est,
New Mexico, or elsewhere, who could
bine Is not going to raise prices. "The Compound Btops the cough at once,, have excelled it. In his manner of de-weather regulates the price of coal," relieves the tickling and drynesB in
he gave the Impression of bo-- 1
he snid. "When we have a bad win- - th throat and heals the Inflamed
so
thoroughly In earnest that he
e
Ing
cold
a
Prevents
membranes.
develop-thter like that of two years ago, when
or pneumonia, lost all Bight or thought of anything
railroads were blocked and prao-- l"K lnt0 bronchitis
Refuse other than convincing his hearerB
tlcally no coal was delivered in the Keep it always in the houBe.
that he was right, and that they
substitutes.
in-city for weeks, the price naturally
should believe him."
For sale by all druggists.
creased. As long as the weather does
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Show the

Citizens
Way.

FLOW.

Four Books Published by the United
State Geological Survey Water
Resources,

WAS AN

UNU8UALLY COLD MONTH.

REPORTS
ON STREAM

OCTOBER

REA80N FOR IT.

me

TO

LOHMAN.

official, Mason, Elk and official. Mrs.
Lohman survives.
Mr. Lohman was sheriff of Dona
Ana county during the cattle war
days and took a prominent part in the
early history of the territory. He was
a native of New York and had a summer home there where he went each
year. He bad been active in New
Mexico politics since he first came to
the territory and was mentioned as
a possible candidate for governor by
the Republicans of southern New
Mexico. He was a merchant and had
accumulated a large fortune.
AND
MANN ARE PRAISED,

ANDREWS, CATRON

Veterans at Albuquerque
Praise Them for Their Interest
in the Old Soldiers.

G, A. R.

At a regular meeting of O. K. Warren post, No. 5, of the department
of New Mexico of the Grand Army,
resolutions
held here last night,
thanking Comrade H. B. Stewart for
hia efforts in behalf of getting a resolution to support the Sherwood bill
incorporated in the Republican party
in
warm
platform, and thanking
terms Hon. T. B. Catron, Hon. Edward A. Mann, and Hon, W. H. Andrews for their good offices extended
to the veterans, were passed.
The resolutions expressed In glowing phrases the regard felt for these
men by the Grand Army. They were
as follows:
, .
Be It resolved, that we, the members of the G. K. Warren Post of
the Grand Army of the Republic, extend to Comrade H. B. Steward our
sincere appreciation of his efforts in
getting the resolution to support the
Sherwood bill as proposed to be
amended by the Grand Encampment
of the Grand Army of the Republio
adopted as part of the platform of
the party of Fremont, of Lincoln and
of Grant the party that has always
honored the old soldier, stood for his
cause and upheld the work he has
done.
Resolved further, that we thank
the Hon. Thomas B. Catron and Hon.
Edward A. Mann, for their splendid
appeal In favor of Comrade Steward's
resolution.
Be it also resolved, that a vote of
thanks be extended to our delegate
In Congress, Hon. W. H. Andrews, for
his untiring work in behalf of all com
rades, and especially .n securing pensions for the veterans of the Civil
War and for their widows.
Resolved, that this resolution be
spread on the minutes of this meeting, and that copies be sent to Comrade Steward, to Hon. i nomas B. Catron, to Hon. Edward A. Mann and to
Hon. W, H. Andrews.
JOSEPH PHILLIPS,
Post Commander.

Attest:
J. G

CALDWELL,

Adjutant.
The resolutions were Introduced by
Colonel Edward Johnson, department
patriotic Instructor. At the same
meeting, Joseph Phillips, a prominent
figure in the Grand Army endeavor,
resigned his P slt.on as post commander, on account of the lack of
time to devote to its work. His resignation was reluctantly accepted.
The post unanimously elected Matthias L. Custer to fill out the unexpired term of office.
FEDERAL GRAND JURY
DENIED

ACCESS

TO BOOKS.

A. B. Anderson Orders U. 8
Marshall to Seize Them at Trust

Judge

Company.

Indianapolis, Nov. 7. When Judge
A. B. Anderson of the United States
District Court was advised that the
Federal Grand Jury had been denied
access to certain books of the Inter-- I
national Association of Bridge and
Structural Iron Workers, he ordered
the United StateB Marshall to go to
a Trust Company where the books
wenj deposUed and take po88eSslon
ct them.
HOUSEHOLD MEDICINE.
coughs quickly and cures
colds la Foley's Honey and Tar Com
e
MrSi Alma pelzer, 2526
poun,j,
(erBon gtij So, omnha, Neb., says: "I
can recommend Foley's Honey and
rar compound ns a sure cure for
It cured my daugh-livercnughB and colds.
ter of a bad cold and my neighbor,
Mrs. Benson, cured herself anil her
vhole family with Foley's Honey and
Everyone In our
Tar Compound,
neighborhood speaks highly of It"
For Bale by all druggists.
A

That stops

There can he no Just reason why
any reader of this will continue to
suffer the tortures of an aching back,
the annoyance of urinary disorders,
the dangers of serious kidney ills
when relief la so near at band and
ten most positive proof given that
these ills can be cured. Read what
a Santa Fe citizen says:
Toribio Rodriguez, 110 Johnson St.
Santa Fe, N. Mex., says: "Two and
a half years ago I gave a statement
for publication regarding my experi
ence with Doan's Kidney Pills. Today
I am stronger in my praise of this
remedy than ever. I suffered greatly
from disordered kidneys, the pains
In my back being bo acute that I had
The
to stop work and sit down.
trouble steadily grew worse and I
be
free
rarely knew what It was to
Soon after
from an ache or pain.
I began using Doan's Kidney Pills,
my pains and acheB disappeared and
my back became strong.
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
Co., Buffalo,
cental Fosten-MilburNew York, sole agents for the United

It Had One Day Without and Twelve
With 100 Per Cent of

Sunshine,

y
5

October 1911 was an unusually cold
month with an average dally deficito
Dr.
ency of 3.2 degrees from the normal
of the past forty years. Only two Octobers in that period had lower means,
Congress
that of 1908 with a mean of 46.4 degrees, and 1880 when 4C.2 degrees was
the mean. With a few exoeptionB, the NEW MEXICOSPEGIAL
TRAIN
dally mean temperatures were below
the normal and were markedly so on
October 20 and 21, when the depart- Colonel W. S.
Hopewell is Plan
ures were minus 1G and 18 degrees.
ning Excursion to the
The coldest day was October 21, with
a maximum of 39 degrees, and a miniWindy Citymum of 21 degrees and a mean of HO
degrees.
Chicago, 111., Nov. 7. Seventeen
The precipitation was 3, 13 inches, governments have stated their intennearly three times the average Octo- tion of being officially represented at
ber amount,
remarkably heavy the Nineteenth National Irrigation
steady rain occurred on October 4 Congress in Chicago, December
and 6, amounting to 2.03 Inches. A next, bo stat s Dr. E. McQueen Gray
second storm period extended from of Albuquerque, N. M., foreign secreOctober 26 to 29. of mixed rain and tary of the congress.
The govern-mentsnow, the total for the period having
signifying their intention to
been 1.06 incheB. The total precipitaparlclpate are:
tion for the month of October has
States.
Argentina, Brazil, Chile, China, CoB
been
and
Doan
name
in
1881,
exceeded only twice,
Remember the
lumbia, Costa Rica, Germany, Guatewhen the total waa 4.19 Inches, and in mala, Honduras,
Mexico,
take no other.
Uruguay,
1896, when it was 3.19 Inches.
Panama, Peru, Russia, Salvador, Nic72
Is
9
cent
The
sunshine
was
This
the largla.
per aragua, Veneju
per
FOR STUDY AND PRE
VENTION OF TUBERCULOSIS. cent below the normal. The hlgheBt est number of foreign governments
temperature waB 74 degrees on Octo- which have ever participated in a
New Mexico Society Organized to En ber, the lowest 21 degrees on October National Congress and bears effective
of Every
21; the greatest ually range was 34 witness to the international influence
list the
degrees on October 18; the least dally which the National Irrigation ConMan, Woman and Child.
Officers.
range 11 degrees on October 5. The gress exercises throughout the whole
greatest precipitation during any 24 world. The delegations from several
East
Fest
T.
B.
F.
consecutive hours was 1.83 Inches on of these countries have already been
President, Dr.
T,na Vpffas. N. M.
October 4 and 5.
appointed are on their way to the
Dr. J. W. Colbert, Al
The total wind movement was 5528 United States for the purpose of takM.
N.
miles
33
end a maximum velocity of
buquerque,
ing part In the meeting.
Secretary, Dr. LeRoy S. peters, Oli miles per hour from the north on OcChina Is to be represented by her
ver City, N. M.
tober 15. The number of clear days newly appointed minister Mr. Bie;
Treasurer, Dr. R. E. MCBriae, uao was 22, partly cloudy days 4, and and the representatives of Russia and
Cruces, N. M.
cloudy days 6. There was only one Germany are already In the United
Wa Want.
The change In the governday without sunshine and twelve days States.
1
Th
of every man, with 100
There ment of Canada has delayed the apper cent sunshine.
of
New
state
in
the
child
and
woman
were eight days with .01 of an inch pointment of the Canadian represenMexico to help in the fight against the or more of
precipitation. The mean tatives, but it is expected that a
Great White Plague.
relative humidity at 6 p. in. was 66 strong delegation will cross the bore
Red Cross nnsi-ma2. A
per cent, the mean maximum temper- der from the Dominion to take part
Seal campaign to raise a fund
ature was 67.7 degrees, and the mean in the Irrigation Congress.
New Mexico can be proud of.
minimum 35.8 degrees. The mean atFrom New Mexico.
3. A local
society
was 30.03;
the
Chicago, 111, Nov. 7. State delein ovorv ritv nnil vlllaee in the state mospheric pressure
highest 30.32 on October 21 and the gations to the National Irrigation
organized for combatting the spread lowest 29.53 on October 2.
Congress at Chicago December
o tuberculosis and to seoure locai
next are coming on special trains
provision for the care and relief of FOUR TRAIN8 A
from the west, north and south. The
persons afflicted with the disease.
DAY TO LAMY. most
at present are
in the
elaborate
We are the first organization
ntntn of this nature and the Albu
querque society 1b the first local one
Let this be followed by
to organize.
every town in the state.
We are the sole agents for the Red
Cross Christmas Seal in New Mexico.
Let every town have an organization
or committee this year to Bell stamps.
Renuests for terms under wnicn
seals may be sold as well as Informa
tion rnlativn to organization of local
noietles should be addressed to Dr.
Silver
LeRoy S. Peters, Secretary,
City, New Mexico.
NAVAJOES

TO WORK
ON 8ILVERTON BRANCH

Farmlngton Line From Durango to Be
Opened on November 15 Denver Rio Grande Has Trouble.
Diiraneo. Colo. Nov.

Owing to

2.

striking .workmen
nn thA south end of the Sllverton
branch to return to work at the wages
nM and the Tefusal of the Denver
the refusal of

the

Rio Grande to grant higher wages,
officials have hit upon s
scheme to procure the necessary
workmen to hurry along the repait
work. They plan to employ 100 Nava- n Ind an a from the ShlprocK reserva
tion in New Mexico and a call for the
redskins has been sent to the agency.
The railroad officials realize the utmost necessity of opening the line to
Silverton before winter sets In, so
that a larze buudIv of coal and provi
sions may be sent into that city, and
tn that end they are adopting every
possible method. The repair work
continuing Bteadily from Dotn onus,
nflw roadbed will have to be blast
ed out of the solid rock wallB of the
canon. On this branch a daily train
Rock--nni being run from Durango to
It la exDected that the Farm
lngton branch will be opened by November 15 and that the Rio Grande
Southern will have Its repair work
done by November 20. The Denver
Rio Grande line to Denver will be
opened In three weeks.
&

the railroad

PERU EVACUATES
HOUSE

CUSTOMS
ON BORDER.

Jnited States of Columbia Immediately Take Possession of
Disputed Strlo.
Washington, D. C, Nov. The evacu
ation by Peru of the customs house
station at Pedrera, near the disputed
territory between Columbia and Peru
and it! Immediate occupation by Col
umbia, was reported today In an official dispatch to the Columbian legation here.
BLACKS ARE BURNING
AND PILLAGING

VILLAGES.

Portugese Angols In Africa
Race ReWith

Is

Aflame

bellion.

Lisbon via Frontier, Nov. 7. Seri
ous news 1b received dally from Angola, the Portuguese possession in westA revolt among the na
ern Africa.
tives is spreading rapidly and the
ulackB are burning and pillaging everything In their path. The situation
is known to be precarious.
ANOTHER ATTEMPTED HOLD-UAT ALBUQUERQUE.
As Phillip Jones and Ralph Rose,
two Bchool boys and Earl Pope and
Cecil Clark, two young men, who are
employed by the Nash company, were
crossing the Coal avenue viaduct at
Albuquerque last night on their way
home, they were accosted by two susone of
picious looking characters,
whom drew a gun on the boys and
gave them a great fright

Gray Persuades Them
Attend the Irrigation

a

plans
those of the New Mexico delegation.
on
Goes
Service
Fe
Santa
Improved
Colonel W. S. Hopewell writes to
Into Effect on Sunday, Nothe Congress Headquarters here from
vember 12,
Albuquerque, N. M., that a special
train has been arranged for, to be
The first train will leave Santa Fe called the NEW STATE train, which
at 8:10 a. m. connecting with No. 3 will carry delegates to the National
westbound and No, 10 eastbound, re- Irrigation Congress to the number of
turning arrive at Santa Fe at 12:10 p. two or three hundred.
ra,, the same as at present. The secThis train will leave New" Mexico
ond train will leave Santa Fe at 3:30 in time to visit New York and Washp m. instead of 4 : 00 p. m., as et presington and return to Chicago in time
ent and connect with No. 1, west- for the Irrigation Congress and the
2
No.
bound, and
eastbound, returning Land Show here, after which the
to Santa Fe at 6.00 p. m. Instead of
party will dlBband and the members
6:30 p. m. as at present
The third return home as they prefer.
train leaves Santa, Fe at 6:20 p. m.
From Other States.
to connect with No. 7 westbound and
"The
Colonel Hopewell writes:
No. 4 eastbound.
This Is the connec- NEW STATE train will
carry bantion which formerly left Senta Fe at ners
endorsing the National Irriga7:20 p. m. Returning it will arrive at
tion
and w believe it will
Santa Fe at 8:35 p. m., bringing pas- be ofCongressbenefit to the
Irrigation
great
sengers from Nos. 7 and 2. The
Congress, the new state of New Mexfourth train will leave Santa Fe at ico
and the development of the West"
8:50 p. to, to connect with No. 9 westNebraska Is another state which
bound and No. 8 eastbound, arriving
will send a special delegation. State
at Santa Fe at 11:30 p. m. The SanEngineer D. D. Price writes to the Irta Fe De Luxe, once a week, will be
rigation Congress from Lincoln, Neb
This raska:
put on under this schedule.
"The Nebraska State Irriga
train passes Lamy at 6:35 a. m. west- tion Association meets in
Bridgeport
bound, and at 11:20 p. nu eastbound, Nov.
14, 15, at which time it is the plan
and makes no stops for passengers to arouse
considerable enthusiasm to
between Albuquerque and La Junta. secure a
large delegation to the naThe above service gives an additional tional convention 'n
We are
Chicago.
train for the branch which will do
looking forward to a very successful
away with delays at Lamy.
state meeting and also to bringing
a large delegation to the national
TALESMAN W. H. ANDREWS
convention. It has been planned to
EXCUSED BY JUDGE. charter one or more Pullmans from
the state of Nebraska to Chicago and
His State of Mind Was Such That return.
Iir this way we will be able
Court Doubted Man's Fairness
to keep our delegation more together
in McNamara Trial.
and thus obtain better results." Special delegations in chartered
cars
6. Two will attend from several
Lob Angeles, Calif., Nov.
other states.
more talesmen were released today Large and enhuslastlc
delegations
from Jury service of the McNamara are expected from Arizona, the home
murder case soon after court opened. of B. A. Fowler, President of the conSeaborn Manning, the farmer whose gress; Washington, the residence of
health caused his fellow talesmen to R. Insinger, Chairman of the Board of
ask the court that he be permitted to Governors; Missouri, where Fred W.
withdraw, was excused. He shook B'leinmtng, First Vice President rehands, as he left the Jury box, with sides; Montana, the home of L, Neweach of the four men who formed the man, Second Vice President;
Colocommittee which waited upon Judge rado, where the Third Vice President
Bordwell to protest against his con Jno. Falrweather lives; Wyoming, res
tinued service and passed out of the idence of Fifth Vice President B. F.
trial of James B. McNamara.
Fuffum, as well ea Idaho, Kansas,
W. H, Andrews Excused.
North Dakota, South Dakota,
Over the earnest objection of the Oklahoma, Oregon, Texas and Utah.
prosecution. Judge Bordwell also exThe attenton being paid this year
cused from Jury service W. H. Anto Drainage, has Interested the south
drews, a talesman over whom oppos- ern end eastern states and large deling counsel wrangled for two days.
are expected to represent
Like many other talesmen, Andrews egations
them.
made many conflicting statements re
garding his own fairness and Judge
Bordwell let him go because of what MADERO IS RECEIVING
HEARTY CONGRATULATIONS.
he believed to be Andrews' frame of
mind.
The talesman, the court said,
In Admight not be able to Ijave his admit- Mexico Quiet as if No Change
ministration Had Occurred.
ted prejudices behind him. The two
men were replaced by William F.
Mexico City, Mex., Nov, 7 The capita: has resumed its normal aspect
Clark, and Frank Hester.
and there is no outward indication of
the momentous change of adminisMISSISSIPPI MERELY HAS .
ITS DAILY LYNCHING. tration accompanying the inauguration of President Madero yesterday.
Mob of Four Hundred Near Meridian The new President was busy today
One of
receiving congratulations.
Strings up Judge Mosely, a
his first official acts was to receive
Negro,
Meridian, Miss., Nov. 7 "Judge" the new Honduran minister, Alberto
accredited to
Mosely, a negro, was taken from De- Mcmbrano, formerly
puty Sheriff Brown near Lockhart, Washington.
this morning by a mob of about 400
A MAIL CARRIER'S LOAD.
The negro's
persons and lynched.
Seems heavier when he nas a weak
Mosely
body waa bullet riddled.
J. H. Covington, white, with a back and kidney trouble. Fred D uh- stick at Lockhart yesterday.
ren, Mall Carrier, at AtchlBon, Kan.,
"I have been bothered with
kays:
HEAD-OCOLLISSION
OF
kidney and bladder trouble and had
SANTA FE TRAINS. a severe pain across my back. WhenArdmore Okla., Nov. 7 Several ever I carried a heavy load of mall
Some
passengers and the engineer of one my kidney trouble Increased.
of the locomotives are reported
time ago, I started taking Foley
hurt In a head-ocollision Kidney Pills and since taking them
I havo gotten entirely
rid of all my
between passenger trains near
Oklahoma on the Santa Fe kidney trouble and am as sound now
railroad todny.
physicians were sent as ever,"
For sale by all druggists.
to the wreck.
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the victim of the accident. When he thousand majority and ' the entire
reached the foot of the cliff he found state ticket by two thousand.
Of
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15
have drowned in a very few mates are formed, from reports
He was soon revived suffl- - ceived and Judging by the 'drift' of
clently to walk with young Hughes' things. The Democratic ticket polled
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all hope for the Manchu dynasty has
Fighting Feared at Tien Tsln.
Coronado Jnto the mysterious north;
Juror Was Drun
Clover Six, only surviving child of-London,
Nov. 9. A dispatch from "o, Monero; Porflrio Gallegos, Villa- i
vanished.
McDonald's majority 1500.
tne work of the Spanish friars; the
The trial of Danfel Flemmlng of eight, of Mr. and Mrs. Other Sit, who
Tlen Tsln 8a's tnat the revolution- - nueva; Seraflno Glovanetti, Heaton;
All Quiet at Tien Tsln.
Oakland, Cal., a former Southern Pa- reside some 8 miles east of Montoya,
early Spanish explorations Into New
Tien Tsln, Nov. 9. All was quiet lBtB tnls morning posted manifestos Bomlet 8. Switzer, Naranjo; Fltzhugh
fContinued from fags One.)
cific employe, for the alleged murder Quay county, killed himself Sunday
Mexico, and its conquest: the rebel
luusiiwrer, uumuam,
here at 3 o'clock thin afternoon. Th mrougnoui me city declaring tneir in- Hon of the Pueblo Indians and their
of George Villler of Tacoma, Wash., morning by shooting himself wna a
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Rkkard gave visible evidence of
Deceased was born in Barry
The second volume takes up
movement
The viceroy Company of San Francisco is anxious
Nov. 9. The Manchus
Nanking
by 226 the history of New Mexico-Arizoncoun'y defat Bu
Court was at once adjourn- county, Missouri, and moved with his
as and Revolutionists rested on their '8 Btl" obstinate. The French consul to. be admitted to the territory and
ma)rlty-year- s
ed with the opening statement of the parents to Oklahoma, thence, four
In- a territory of the Mexican republic; arms
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